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METAPLANEX is a Play2Earn game on BSC network where players can
collect resources from Planets minted and receive MEPX tokens as a 
reward

Game access: https://p2ehub.link 

Telegram: https://t.me/p2ehubofficial

WHAT IS METAPLANEX?

https://p2ehub.link/
https://t.me/p2ehubofficial
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GAME DYNAMICS

For start Play you need at
least 1 Planet

Mint one Planet is very simple. It cost 1’000
MEPX and it will be generated randomly

Each Planet have different random statistics, 
from range to range

The Resources of the Planet declare how
many MEPX you will get each Expedition



RECOVERY AND CLAIM AREA

If there was any problem or interruption during the processes of minting 
new Planet (such as connection drop, browser closing, etc.), the player will 
be able to recover the  items that had the transaction concluded in the 
Recovery and Claim Area
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WITHDRAW

You can withdraw your in-game balance 
whenever you accumulate a minimum
of 250 MEPX and you must withdraw 
before reaching 1'000 tokens

You must have at least 10 MEPX in your
Metamask Wallet to make a withdrawal



P2E MOBILE

It is possible to play Metaplanex via Mobile using Kiwi

Browser + Metamask (for management) or TrustWallet

(for management and Mint)

Important: The Mint process of new Planet or any 

other action involving purchase or contracting via Mobile 

is supported only through the use of Trust Wallet. If the
process is done via mobile in other ways, the MetaPlanex

team will not be able to support you in case of any
difficulties



MEPX TOKEN

MetaPlanex Token (MEPX) is the engine of the entire ecosystem being
necessary for Mint new Planet (NFTs) and to use other features in the
game. MEPX is also the token received as a reward for gameplay

Total Supply: 100.000.000 MEPX

Contract: 0x8E6e3FCd11e76a4acedEA3679d32092dFB0467Fc



TOTAL SUPPLY: 100.000.000

79%

20%
Team & Advisors
Tokens locked for 1 year. Then, vest
linearly over 12 months

0.5%
Token Sale
April 2022

0.5%
Token Airdrop
Q2 2022

Play to Earn
Available since release

TOKENOMICS



STAKING FEATURE
STAKING is good way to increase 
Expeditions rewards.

There is 3 different staking plans
and give 3 different % bonus resources

- 25.000 MEPX = +10% RESOURCES
- 50.000 MEPX = +15% RESOURCES
- 100.000 MEPX = +20% RESOURCES

STAKING PLAN DURATION IS 40 DAYS.

FUSION FEATURE

FUSION AND STAKING



DISCLAIMER

The information provided in this whitepaper and the game features do not in any way constitute investment

advice, market trading advice or any other type of financial or general advice and this information should not

be treated as such. Metaplanex is a Play-To-Earn game that uses Utility Tokens for its operation and

management and should be considered a recreational activity and not for investment purposes


